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construction projects where it will take forever with all the noise, dirt,
dust ,entering our houses and possibly blocking our only tiny road
connecting us to rutherford. This area is developed enough so leave it
alone. 
--The roads surrounding the proposed site are ABSOLUTELY not able
to handle the incoming traffic to the area--the roads and the highway are
already very congested with vaughan mills traffic and wonderland traffic-
-we cannot even exit from our community at rush hour and this is
without the new condos being fully occupied with some still under
construction; ttc in the area will NOT work because some of us work
outside of vaughan plus all work different places and the only way to get
to work in am /pm or on the weekends especially is by car only. Also,
the speed limit on Rutherford is only 50 km/hr meaning that this is a
residential area all around and not a major road like is being advertised
in proposed construction plans. Was the traffic assessment study re-
done to reflect the new realities of this neighbourhood?
---also what about the environment? the green space is disappearing
with all the condos, many of us in houses have gardens which are not
possible in condos; the towers are taking away our skyline , they bring
darkness/shadowing plus the extra sewage/waste will have a negative
impact, why not invest in green space instead?
--with so many condos that are already being build we are not seeing
any additional schools or grocery stores in the plan or the hospitals--the
new one is already overwhelmed
--This construction of condos will not solve the “housing crisis” because
the prices are so expensive that you need a high income to ever buy
one , and also the rent is very high, so for whom are you trying to build?
is it really for the people or for corporations? 
--Leave the plaza the way it is, we have our medical offices here,
pharmacy, dentist , restaurant, dollar store , it is our little island within
walking distance where we are able to walk to and stay within
community
 
Thank you very much for your time, as you can see we are very strongly
opposed to this proposed construction. 
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